
Rockland HA Power Angle Tilt Blades really 
make sense.  They are productive, versatile, 
and tough!

Compared to standard inside-mount PAT 
blades, they push more because they are wider.  
When angled a full twenty-five degrees, they 
always cover the tracks.  They grade better 
because of greater width and improved tractor 
stability.  Last but not least, they can handle any 
dozing application required.  They are tough 
and built for years of dependable service.

Compared to conventional angle dozers, 
Rockland HA blades provide unequaled 
versatility and more productivity.  They provide 
instant, on-the-go hydraulic adjustment for all 
blade positions.  With a Rockland HA blade, 
operators can instantly adjust blade tilt  and 
angle to best suit changing job conditions.  
They do not have to stop the tractor or leave 
the operator’s seat.  Dozing time is maximized.  
Blade adjustment time is completely eliminated.

AVAILABLE FOR CRAWLER 
TRACTORS FROM 65 TO 190 
HORSEPOWER

HA Power Angle Tilt Blades are a complete 
unit.  The rugged angle dozer blade is 
mounted on a tough C-frame and supported 
on each end by heavy-duty hydraulic tilt 
struts that connect to hydraulically powered 
angling blocks.  The C-frame mounts on 
standard factory trunnions.

Standard, inside-mount power angle tilt 
blades simplify tractor transportation.  
However, many do not cover the tracks when 
fully angled or do not angle a full twenty-five 
degrees.  Most are not recommended for 
tough dozing applications.  If productivity 
is more important to you than ease of 
transportation, you need a Rockland HA 
Power Angle Tilt Blade on your tractor.

COMPLETE WITH 
TRUNNION MOUNTED 
C-FRAMES

HA POWER ANGLE
TILT BLADES

ROCKLAND

OUTSIDE MOUNT FOR TOUGH APPLICATIONS AND MORE PRODUCTIVITY



MOUNTING INFORMATION

The tractor must be equipped with lift cylinders, outside-mounted trunnions, a three-spool valve, 
and plumbing from the valve to the front of the tractor.
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HA OUTSIDE-MOUNT POWER ANGLE TILT BLADE

Note:  Some blades are narrower when possible.

(mm/kg)

Machine Category 20 25 30
Track Gauge STD LGP STD LGP STD LGP

Width (”) 144          
3658

160      
4064

162       
4115

186      
4724

164      
4166

192       
4877

Height (”) 28         
711

28         
711

37            
940

37           
940

37           
940

40       
1016

Weight (lbs.) 4250       
1928

4865        
2207

6445         
2923 

6785        
3078

6515        
2955

7220     
3275

Rockland HA Blades are 
guaranteed against failure 
due to defective design, 
workmanship or materials 
for a period of two years or 
4,000 hours.

WARRANTY
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